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INTRODUCTION  

Q2 MARKET AND ECONOMIC REVIEW 

The Quarter in Review – No Place to Hide

The pain that investors experienced in the first quarter continued
unabated in the second quarter; in fact, taken together, the first six
months of 2022 was the worst for investors since the 1930’s and is being
called the “everything sell-off”. The last time that both stocks and bonds
declined in tandem was in the 81-82 bear market and recession. There was
literally no place for investors to hide, even commodities were not
immune.

Capital Market Returns Q2 2022 (%)
 

[1]



Or looking at the “everything sell-off” another way: 
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The negative wealth effect was even more pronounced than in 2020 when governments globally
shut down their economies in an effort to contain the pandemic – efforts which are ongoing
today, two and a half years later and which have contributed to the volatile situation in which
investors currently find themselves. 

[2]



If there is any positive to glean from this year, it is that such a massive sell-off is an anomaly (an
outlier) and anomalies do not last. 

And for those who assert that cash and GICs produced positive returns, that investors don’t lose
money with cash and GIC, the reminder is that “real” cash/GIC returns are significantly negative;
meaning that capital is still being lost but it just isn’t visible.  And while that invisibility might feel
more comfortable for investors, in the long run, it is not a productive investment strategy as the
purchasing power of their capital declines. The advantage to stocks (in particular) but also bonds
is that over time their “real” returns are positive meaning that capital grows ahead of inflation – or
purchasing power is sustained. 

In the second quarter, even Canada with its exposure to resources was finally not immune to
falling stock prices, declining 13% over the three months. And with the Canadian dollar declining
against the USD, that was virtually matched by the decline in the S&P 500 at -13.4%. World stocks
which include the US matched the S&P 500 while international stocks declined -11.2%. There was
no place to hide and although the broad markets tripped over the threshold for a “bear” market
(-20%) at various times over the quarter, the periodic daily rallies meant that as of the end of
June, the broad indices were not technically in bear territory. 

The same cannot be said for growth stocks.

The debacle wrought by technology stock declines over the past year (think Shopify down
approximately 75% from its peak depending on the day) is reflected in the divergence between
growth and value indices. Value indices lost less than their growth counterparts but were still
down close to double digits for the quarter. Growth indices, however, over the full six months
were absolutely in bear market territory with the Russell 1000 Growth index down 26.6% while
MSCI EAFE Growth was down 25.1%. 

With respect to bonds, the second quarter was as challenging for investors as the first, with
central banks committed to a path of rising interest rates. Across the yield curve, there were
negative returns from bonds as the yield curve rose across all maturities. Yet the overriding shape
of the curve is flat meaning that there is little difference in yield between the short end (2 years at
3.10% and 30 years at 3.16%). Normally yields curves are positively sloped as investors require
more yield from longer term bonds to compensate for the risk of being long term. When there is
very little difference between short rates and long rates, it suggests that the bond market is in a
wait and see mode vis a vis either inflation and/or the outlook for a recession.
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The current yield curve also indicates that while long rates have increased (the part of the yield
curve controlled by the bond market), short rates have increased by as much as central banks try
to bring interest rates back to a level of normalcy and to control inflation. But it is the rise in the
long end and the rapidity of that rise that has caused much of the damage in bond market
returns. The chart below shows that ten year bond yields in Canada have climbed 3% over twelve
months, from 0.5% a year ago to close to 3.5% at the end of June, resulting in the collapse in bond
returns. 

Market commentators have begun to draw comparisons between this period and the 1981-1982
period – the last time that inflation was a systemic problem. The chart below plots the S&P 500 in
black from 1981 to 1982 and overlays the 2022 – 2023 period in green. There are two takeaways
from this chart.

First – markets do bottom …… and then continue their upward march. 

Second - if history repeats itself (and it very often does), then the bottom may well be in sight for
equity investors.  But predicting the exact timing is a mug’s game.
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Does the same comparison hold for the bond market? Yes. 

The chart below tracks the yield of the 30 year Treasury Bond in the US in 1981 – 1982 and
2022 – 2023. [3] The chart would be similar for Canada.

The path for higher yields in 81-82 was more linear than today primarily because there was
no pandemic confounding economies and central banks. So while the expectation that
loose monetary policies would need to be unwound had been in the cards for more than a
few years, the initial impact of the pandemic resulted in yields actually declining as central
banks maintained very loose monetary policies to avert recession or even outright
depression; which meant that central banks would be hiking rates from an even more
unnaturally low level. 

Irrespective of the differences in yield levels between the two periods, the question remains
as to whether current long yields will follow a similar path to the earlier period. On the face
of it, it certainly seems likely with the usual caveat that the timing is unknown. In other
words, there will be a reprieve for bond investors …. at some point. Until then, there is likely
to be more pain.
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And there is some support for that view, in that in June there was some retracing of the 30
year bond yield as evidenced in the following chart. (A chart that also confirms there was
little place to hide for investors in the first half of this year. Gold was down, the London
Metal Exchange (the leading commodities exchange for metals) was down in addition to
the stock and bond markets.)
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With respect to currency, the Canadian dollar traded down in narrow range from 0.7995 at
the end of March to 0.7768 at the end of June. However, the trend has been down over the
course of the past year as CAD approached 0.81 in June 2021. 

What propelled the massive sell off in 2022?  

Central banks and their pivots on the path/trajectory of interest rate increases as they
unwound their loose monetary policies – policies that have been in place not just since the
pandemic but going back to 2008 and the Great Financial Crisis.

What caused the pivots? 

The fear that elevated inflation had moved from a transitory phenomenon resulting from
the pandemic-induced collapse in global supply chains to a systemic demand driven
phenomenon which is more challenging to control.  Or as it is often expressed, the concern
that  “the inflation genie had escaped the bottle”.

In two short years, central banks moved from being concerned that inflation had not met
their 2% target and therefore “Average Inflation Targeting” was appropriate, to squashing
inflation so expectations don’t run out of control – as happened in the late 70’s, early 80’s.
Central bank credibility as prudent managers of inflation was suddenly on the line.

The US Federal Reserve undertook their first pivot in November 2021 and their second in
May 2022 when the year over year inflation numbers in the US soared to above 10%
prompting them to hike the feds funds rate by 75 bps – a first in its history.  And those hikes
led investors and market prognosticators to question whether the central banks could both
contain inflation and engineer a soft landing (i.e. without provoking a recession). By the end
of the quarter, the two burning issues for investors and markets were inflation and
recession. 
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Inflation – whither the genie? 

Of the two issues the key one is Inflation (or more appropriately controlling inflation) as
efforts by the central banks to rein it in could pave the way to a recession  … or not. 

Core inflation rates in the developed world are uncomfortably high and much higher than
the 2% target that has anchored central banks’ policies implicitly since the mid-1990s and
explicitly since 2012. [4]

Or view 
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The question that seems to bedevil economists is how much the current elevated inflation
levels continue to be the result of supply chain issues – issues which are transitory but seem
to be taking longer to correct than had been anticipated – or demand-driven and therefore
more systemic and more worrisome.  The charts below suggests that supply driven inflation
continues to represent about half of both headline and core inflation; with demand driven
inflation less than 50%. Consequently, as the supply chain rebuilds inflation pressures
should abate. 

Or viewed a different way:

[5]
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As we noted in previous commentaries, as the pandemic unfolded consumers shifted their
spending quite dramatically from services to goods. However, the collapse in global supply chains
meant that the prices for those goods also rose. So the supply driven inflation noted above is
mirrored in the goods driven inflation in the chart below.

[6]
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The challenge for central banks is that they cannot control supply driven inflation as so aptly
articulated by Alliance Bernstein in their Third Quarter Outlook:

Complicating the issue is the reality that many of the forces pushing prices higher
are beyond the control of monetary policy. For example, supply chain disruptions
remain impactful as the global economy struggles to reboot from COVID-19
shutdowns. Higher commodity prices, too, driven both by supply disruptions and the
war in Ukraine, have exacerbated inflation pressures. Central banks can’t heal the
supply chain or end the war through rate hikes and balance-sheet reduction. All
that they can do is to bring demand down toward current supply levels. [7]

Inflation expectations and importantly, managing those expectations are a second key
consideration for central banks when analyzing the inflation outlook – and they consider both
short-term expectations and long term expectations with latter carrying somewhat more weight.

There is a strong positive correlation between short-term inflation expectations and the price of
gas at the pump.  And at current prices, short-term inflation expectation are high. Oil and gas
prices are also key factors in the components of core CPI that have seen the highest levels of
inflation since inflation became a concern in 2021 – about which we have written in previous
commentaries – gas, food, motor vehicles, transportation etc . While the geopolitical situation
continues to exacerbate oil and natural gas supply issues and pricing, there has been some recent
softening in prices, which could lead to price reductions in these components – timing again
being the unknown.  



What of long term inflations expectations? 

It is long term expectations that so concern central banks as they actively try to stem a repeat of
the wage/price spiral of the 70’s and early 80’s. It is when long-term inflation expectations
become unanchored (when the genie has left the bottle) that inflation becomes difficult to
control. A negative feedback loop develops – as prices rise, wage pressures increase, which leads
to more price pressures which leads to more wage pressures, etc, etc, etc. 

Thankfully, while these expectations are rising, they are not yet at a level that repeats the earlier
period.  
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And, in fact, are so reasonably contained that they are below the central banks’ 2% price stability
target (grey shaded area) as demonstrated below – giving central banks some room to
manoeuvre. 
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So the $64,000 question is – can central banks can rein in inflation without triggering a recession
– mild or severe? Can central banks engineer a so-called soft landing in which inflation is
contained with only a modest slowdown in GDP and a modest increase in unemployment? 
 Questions unfortunately that will only be answered in hindsight. 

Conclusion

That 2022 has been a painful period for investors is an understatement. While investors knew
intellectually that all good things must come to an end, we did not anticipate that the unwinding
would affect both the stock and bond markets at the same time. The emotional pain that that
has wrought has been wrenching as there was no place to hide. 

But what we wrote last quarter is as true, if not truer, today:

What is important for investors to remember is that markets do recover and while it is
impossible to predict when that will happen, more often than not it is when the future
looks the bleakest. In other words, markets turn when you least expect it. And if you have
exited the market there is little to no probability that you can successfully time your re-
entry to coincide with the market bottom. 

That is why the most prudent approach for all investors is to develop an investment
plan with target allocations based on your assets, your liabilities and your time horizon.
This objective assessment will help investors weather the volatility in markets, which in
turn increases their probability of success. There is no crystal ball in investing – but the
closest thing to it is an objective investment policy that has been especially crafted to
your unique needs and requirements. 
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[1] John Authers, “ESG is alive and well. Just call it protectionism.” Bloomberg.com, June 3, 2022.
[2] John Authers, ‘ESG is alive and well. Just call it protectionism” Bloomberg.com June 3, 2022
[3] This chart tracks yields not prices. There is an inverse relationship between the two. So as
yields rise, prices decline and as yields decline, prices increase.
[4] The difference between core and headline inflation is that the former strips out the very     
 volatile food and energy prices.
[5] Alliance Bernstein, Global Macro Outlook Third Quarter June 2022
[6] Ditto
[7] Ditto
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This material is not intended to be relied upon as research, investment, or tax advice and is
not an implied or express recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security or
to adopt any particular investment or portfolio strategy. Any views and opinions expressed
do not take into account the particular investment objectives, requirements, restrictions
and circumstances of a specific investor and, thus, should not be used as the basis of any
specific investment recommendation. Please consult your financial advisor for information
applicable to your specific situation.
 
Certain statements may be considered forward-looking information, which may involve risks
and other assumptions related to factors. Factors include, but are not limited to, global
financial and market conditions, interest and foreign exchange rates, economic and
political factors, competition, legal or regulatory changes and general events. Any
predictions, projections, estimates or forecasts should be construed as general information.

While this information has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable, no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Encasa Financial Inc., as to its
accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability. Encasa Financial takes no responsibility for
any errors and omissions contained herein and accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss
arising from any use of, or reliance on, this material. 

The views expressed in this material are based on the author's assessment and are subject
to change without notice. The author may update or supplement their views and opinions
whether as a result of new information, changing circumstances, future events or otherwise. 

Encasa Financial is a social purpose investment fund manager. Our goal is to provide
investors with access to professional money management and expert advice from
individuals who hold deep-rooted expertise in the non-profit and investment industries. We
manage the investment of capital reserves, security deposits, member share capital and
operating reserves of social purpose non-profit organizations, co-operatives,
and affordable housing providers.

Learn more at www.encasa.ca.

PHONE: 1-888-791-6671
FAX: 416-205-9459
EMAIL: INFORMATION@ENCASA.CA


